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Audible Studios on Brilliance, 2016. CD-Audio. Condition: New. Unabridged. Language: English .
Brand New. The Sythians Invaded Again Dark Space, the last refuge of humanity, is overrun; its
citizens are either enslaved or dead. The relentless Sythians have slaughtered humanity wherever
they could find them, and now only a few hundred survivors remain. Desperate to escape, these few
chase rumors of a lost sector of humanity and end up on Avilon, a planet covered with a vast,
kilometers-high city that lies hidden and shielded from the rest of the galaxy by its impossibly
advanced technology and its benevolent ruler--Omnius, the artificial intelligence who would be god
to his human creators. Humanity Found Refuge on Avilon Omnius reveals that no one really died in
the war--he couldn t save them from the Sythians, but he did find a way to record the contents of
their brains and resurrect them all in the bodies of immortal clones. Omnius keeps a record of
everyone s mind in order to make predictions about the future and prevent people from making
mistakes. The result is a perfect paradise where you can be assured of a happy, successful life for
the rest of eternity--just so long...
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If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. I am e ortlessly could possibly get a
satisfaction of reading a created pdf.
-- Tr ever  V on-- Tr ever  V on

Absolutely essential study book. It normally fails to price excessive. I realized this ebook from my dad and i encouraged this publication to find out.
-- Ma r iela  Str om a n-- Ma r iela  Str om a n
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